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Islam. Teeth Dream Explication - Si ses dents tombent sans douleur ou une cause dans le rêve, alors ils représentent des actes sans valeur. S’ils tombent à cause d’une maladie des gencives ou of pain in the dream, then they mean being forced to part with something from his home. If the front teeth fall out and cause pain and bleeding
in the dream, they represent his incompetence or inability to If the front teeth fall without pain or bleeding in the dream, then they mean losing its property. Falling teeth in a dream also denotes a long illness that does not necessarily culminate in death. If you pick up your fallen teeth in a dream, it also means that he can no longer conceive
children. If his teeth fall on his knees in the dream, it means having a large offspring. Teeth Dream Explanation — Dice; Seize; Longevity; Migration) Falling teeth into a dream means longevity, or living beyond one's contemporaries. Collecting your lost teeth in a dream means longevity, or it could mean having a large offspring. If one does
not find one's teeth in the dream, it means that his family will die before him, or that a member of his clan will emigrate to a new land. If you find a tooth lost in a dream, it means the return of an immigrant to his native country. If the upper teeth fall into the dream,'s time, they represent profits. If they fall on his lap in the dream, they mean a
son, and if they fall to the ground in the dream, they mean death. If the lower teeth fall into the dream, they mean pain, suffering, sadness and distress. Falling teeth into a dream also means paying off your debts. If a tooth falls into a dream, it means paying a loan, while the number of teeth fallen represents the number of debts to be met.
Dream Tooth Explanation — If his wife is pregnant, and if he pulls out a tooth without difficulty or pain in the dream, it means that his wife will give birth to a son. If his gums bleed, it means he will abandon his family unless he owes someone money, so that means he will be asked to pay, or that he will be forced to comply. Picking up your
teeth in a dream also means saying something you'll regret. If a religious person loses his teeth in a dream, it means that he should be more diligent in his devotion, and votive fasting will surely help him as a beginning. If one loses one's teeth and finds itself unable to eat properly in the dream, it also means poverty. Falling teeth into a
dream also denotes spending your money to acquire spiritual knowledge and then recoup your investment through a new and blessed business. (See also Body; Pain; Tooth)Teeth Dream Explanation — (Adjusting the tooth on its edge.) Putting your tooth on its edge in a dream means a betrayal carried by a member of his family that
represents the tooth. This includes his children, his wife, his partners or his employees. Putting your teeth on the edge of a dream could also mean changes in one's behaviour that can lead to a change in attitude on the part of these family members. (See also Body; Tooth)Loose Teeth Dream — Loose teeth implies that one of his family
members will fall ill.Masticating Teeth Dream Explanation — To see the teeth in the act of chewing suggest that one of his family members will get sick. Long Teeth Dream Explanation - If a person sees his teeth as long or white or beautiful, it means that he will witness some in some members of his family that will give him pleasure and
satisfaction. Teeth in pocket dream explanation - Pocketing teeth or wrapping them in cloth or seeing them fall into the hand or keeping them in the house - one of them is a harbinger of a child, brother or sister being born. So can also mean that it derives some benefit from one of them. Incident - Teeth Falling Out in a Dream Dream
Explanation — Sharik bin Abi Shamr came to Sa'id bin Al-Musayyib and said, I saw all my teeth fall into a dream. Sa'iid bin Al-Musayyib replied: What a calamity! If your dream is true, it means that all your loved ones will die in front of you. Thus, Sa'id interpreted teeth from the root of the word canines (e.g., family or parents, clans,
followers or age. arb. Asnan). The Front Two Teeth-Upper and Lower Dream Explanation — They symbolize a perbond of children, brothers and sisters. Dream tooth explanation — - Have glass or wooden teeth: Death. In general, falling teeth means obstacles or debt settlement. Teeth falling painlessly: hopes will be dashed. Teeth falling
in pain: Something will disappear from the dreamer's house. The front teeth that fall: The dreamer will be unable to achieve anything by pleading. If there is pain, blood or flesh torn off, hopes will be dashed. The front teeth fall out and others grow instead: things will change or be rearranged. The upper teeth fall into his hand: the money
arrives. Explanation of the dental dream — - Upper teeth falling on the knees: A male child will be born. Teeth falling to the ground: Death. Teeth that grow in the heart: Death. Catch a falling tooth and refrain from burying it: Give advice to which this tooth refers. All teeth of healthy and free people or fallers: (1) Long illness. (2) Troubles of
all kinds, but no death, because the teeth of those who die do not fall. Therefore, the same dream is good for those who are already sick. This means that they will recover quickly. (3) For itinerant merchants, the dream means that their luggage or cargo is light, especially if the teeth have been seen in motion. All the teeth fall out, but catch
them up his sleeve or see them fall on their knees: will live a long time, until all the teeth fall out, and have a large family at home. Dream tooth explanation - It could also be that the mouth represents the house and the teeth of its inhabitants. Teeth decomposition, fall or loss mean disappearance, hardship or death. Their recovery means
recovering or returning lost or absent. Teeth dashing against each other means a dispute or controversy in the house. The wounds in the mouth mean that something is wrong with the family. Dirty teeth allude to the reputation or bad reputation of the house. The yellow plaque or inlay on the teeth is a sign that the family is weak. Cleaning
them means that money will be spent to put an end to the family's worries. The whiteness, length and beauty of teeth strength, money and prestige. Tooth Dream Explanation — Dreaming of an incisor grow over a current: A new member will join the household. But if the pain ensues, it means that the newcomer will bring shame and
trouble. Extracting teeth: The dreamer does not support his family or spends against his will. To throw your teeth at each other by pushing them with their tongues: the dreamer's family will be harmed by foolish statements on the part of the dreamer. Gold teeth: Good dream for a scholar or speaker; otherwise, it means illness or fire.
Having silver teeth: Financial losses. Explanation of the dental dream — - Falling teeth and picking them up with his hand or beard: the dreamer's children will break up with him; more children will be born, and if one is ever born, it will not remain to be raised by the dreamer. All teeth fall out of sight of the dreamer: (1) His family or house
will die before him. (2) People of his generation or the same age will die. People chew the flesh of the dreamer or bite him with their teeth: the dreamer must be modest, which he is not. Tooth break: The dreamer will settle his debts, little by little. Tooth Dream Explanation - - Growing Teeth: A Conflict or Rivalry in the Dreamer's House
between family members. Someone whose teeth are black, eroded and twisted dream that they have fallen: Will overcome all kinds of difficulties. Dreaming of brushing your teeth or cleaning your teeth with a piece of wood (Arabic: miswak) as the Holy Prophet said: The dreamer supports his parents and the good to his loved ones. Brush
your teeth with something unclean: the dreamer spends dirty money beyond his will. Have pain in a tooth or molar: The dreamer will hear something wrong from the parent that this tooth represents to the extent that the pain was intense.Comb Dream Explanation — A comb in a dream can also be interpreted to designate an honest and
just man, an hour of happiness, or a wise person, a judge, a doctor or a preacher who can benefit from his knowledge. A comb in a dream also represents a hairdresser or his mother. Painting the hair of an unknown woman in a dream represents a wind that will help pollinate trees. In a dream, a comb also represents a sieve or sieve. The
teeth of a comb can represent its own teeth or the teeth of a saw. It is also said that combing hair in a dream means weaving a carpet. To paint your hair or beard in a dream is to dispel adversity and distress. In a dream, a comb also represents a good man who is fair and equitable with all his friends, or it can mean longevity, wealth and
victory against his enemy. Molar Tooth Dream Explanation — Teeth in a Dream Represent older members of his family, or their most distinctive. If a molar tooth falls into a dream, it means loss of money or life. Molar teeth in a dream represent his parents, or his most sympathetic parents, or young children. Dream toothbrush explanation -
If one sees one brushing one's teeth, and if one's gums bleed in the dream, it means that he will become free of his sins and reduce his criminals, or he could mean the opposite, that is to say to carry out abhorrent actions, cause harm to his own family, steal their money, or defame them. Brushing your teeth in a dream can also mean
reserve and caution with words, purifying yourself from sin, faith after disbelief, paying your debts, doing what allah Almighty pleases, fulfilling his promises, pregnancy or marriage. (See also Broom) Molar tooth molar explanation — The teeth of the upper jaw represent a male person and those of the lower jaw represent a female person.
Anything that can affect them in a dream, will show in awakening. For example, if his molar tooth falls into a dream, it means that the person she represents may die soon, or it could mean being absolved of his debts, or perhaps the repayment of his debts. If one suffers from a toothache in a dream, it represents bad words that are uttered
against him by such a member of the family, or that he feels hurt by the treatment he receives from such a family member. (See also Teeth; Dent) Dent)
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